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High Grove Maintenance Schedule 
 

February- we will continue to cut all dormant grasses and 
liriope. Mow, blow, edge, and weed eat on as needed basis. This 
will consist of: mowing all turf around the town homes and 
common areas, edging all turf that borders a concrete edge, and 
weed-eating around all obstacles and string trimming all bed 
edges. We will also finish limbing up trees that need it. Continue 
weed control practices which consist of picking all weeds that are 
larger than 4 inches and spraying the weeds that are smaller than 
4 inches as needed. Pick up all trash and debris weekly. The 
second week of February we will spray pre-emergent. 
 
 

March, April finish the cutting of all dormant grasses, liriope, 
and any perennials that need it. Mow, blow, edge, and weed-eat 
on as needed basis. Blow off all concrete sidewalks, drive-ways, 
and streets every week. Perform weed control practices on a 
weekly basis. Pick up all trash and debris weekly. Finish limbing 
up all trees. 
 
 
 

May-Oct. spray the second round of pre-emergent in the 
second week of May. We will start to mow, blow, edge, and weed-
eat all town home and common areas every week. In the second or 
third week of May, depending on how fast the growing season is 
we will start pruning all plant materials around the town homes 
and common areas. This will be about a 6 or 7 week process. The 
first 2 weeks we will prune both sides of the street the full length 
of Eveleigh. On week 3 we will prune the buildings on Graburn 
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and the buildings on Bickleigh that are directly behind the ones on 
Graburn. Week 4 we will start on the opposite side of Bickleigh 
pruning everything down to Dillworth. Finally we will start at 
Dillworth where we left off the previous week and will finish the 
rest of the street during weeks 5 and 6. The second week in June 
we will perform a fertilizing treatment. The crew will perform 
weed control practices every week. We will blow all drive-ways, 
sidewalks, and street every week. The second week in August we 
will perform another turf treatment. The last turf treatment will 
take place in early sept. 
 

Oct. in this month the growing season slows and will go back to 
mowing, blow, edging, and weed eating to an as needed basis. 
Perform weed control as needed. Pick up trash and debris 
 
 

Nov.-Dec. this period is the start of leaf season. We will 
primarily focus on leaf removal and pick-up every week. All other 
tasks will be performed as needed.   


